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What Are Sanctions?

 Sanctions primarily administered by the Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC).

 Controls the activities of U.S. persons can and how they may do
business with the rest of the world.

 Restrict transactions and other dealings with designated countries,
governments, entities and persons.

 Some are a country-based regimes. Other may be based solely on
conduct (terrorism, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, etc.).

 OFAC has strict oversight of its sanctions, and enforces the
sanctions with civil and criminal penalties.

 Penalties as high as $8.9 billion.

 Frequent enforcement actions.

 Increasingly common targeting of individuals.

 Dedicated enforcement with in the FBI.

 Coordination with U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
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How Do the Cuban Sanctions Operate?

 U.S. jurisdiction generally is defined as expansively as
possible

 U.S. citizens (whether located in the United States or elsewhere).

 Permanent residents (whether located in the United States or
elsewhere).

 Individuals and entities located in the United States.

 Activities occurring in the United States.

 Corporations organized under U.S. law (including foreign
branches), with coverage extending to entities owned or controlled
by any of the above, most critically, foreign subsidiaries owned or
controlled by U.S. corporations.

 Transactions that use the U.S. financial system.
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How Do the Cuban Sanctions Operate?

 The Cuban sanctions, along with those on Iran and Sudan, are
the most comprehensive

 Comprehensive sanctions – bans against dealing with the country and
Cuban nationals ordinarily resident in Cuba.

 Cuban sanctions are one of the most political, and with Congressional
intervention in the area (including through the Helms-Burton Act).

 The Cuban sanction programs involve:

 Bans on trade in goods.

 Bans on the provision of financial services.

 Bans on the provision of other services.

 Bans on activities of U.S. persons.

 Bans on many forms of travel.

 Limitations on remittances.
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How Do the Cuban Sanctions Operate?

 There is a presumption under the Cuban sanctions that all
dealings with the country or with Cuban persons violate
U.S. law, unless one affirmatively point to a license that
creates an exception.

 U.S. persons generally are prohibited from directly or
indirectly participating or otherwise facilitating, any
transaction involving any Cuban or Cuban person
ordinarily resident.

 Facilitation is broadly defined to include not only actions directly
related to the transactions, such as completing a shipment to an
embargoed destination, but also services such as providing
business support

 Examples include creating invoices or documentation incident to
the prohibiting transaction
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES & POLICY TRENDS
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Overview of Opportunities

 Banking and Financial Services

 Travel & Tourism

 Telecommunications and Consumer Electronics

 Agricultural Equipment for Private Farmers

 Multinational Corporations

 Related Transactions
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Banking & Financial Services

 U.S. Banks may open correspondent accounts at Cuban
financial Institutions to process authorized payments.

 U.S. Banks and other financial services companies may
establish payment networks for U.S. credit and debit
cards.

 U.S. Banks may provide certain financial services to
Cuban nationals living outside Cuba (but not SDNs).

 U.S. Bank may provide certain financial services to Cuban
Government agencies engaged in diplomatic business.

 U.S. Insurance Companies may issue policies and pay
claims related to travel and medical care in Cuba.
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Travel & Tourism

 Codifies General Licenses for 12 distinct categories of
authorized travel to Cuba.

 Includes business-related travel for all newly-authorized
activities (e.g., financial services, exports, telecoms, etc.)

 No prior OFAC authorization is necessary for travelers
falling in these twelve General License categories.

 Airlines and travel companies may provide travel-related
services to qualified travelers.

 Authorizes limited imports of cigars and rum for personal
use.

 Tourism is still prohibited.
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Telecommunications

 Telecommunications providers may establish commercial
and satellite service in Cuba (voice, television, internet).

 Information Technology firms may export e-mail, social
networking, web browsing, and file sharing services to
Cuba.

 Manufacturers may export certain consumer electronics
and software to Cuba:

 Mobile Telephones.

 Personal Computers.

 Routers, Wi-Fi, Local Area Networks, Etc.

 Other items designed to help ordinary Cubans chat, post, surf, text,
tweet, and otherwise connect with the outside world.
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Agriculture & Construction

 License Exception “SCP” under the EAR authorizes
certain direct exports from the United States to Cuba:

 Tools, equipment, and construction materials for building or
repairing private residences.

 Tools, equipment, instruments, and supplies for entrepreneurs that
own and operate private businesses.

 Agricultural equipment, machines, and supplies for use on private
and/or family farms.

 Companies that already export agricultural and medical
products under a TSRA license can now make payments
through U.S. banks.
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Multinational Corporations

 U.S.-owned companies overseas may provide certain
services to Cuban nationals living abroad (but not SDNs).

 Easing restrictions on certain foreign vessels visiting U.S.
ports after travelling to Cuba.

 Reduced sanctions compliance risk for multinational
companies operating in both Cuba and the United States.

 Financial Services (Including Insurance Companies).

 Telecommunications companies.

 Companies supporting newly-authorized activities.

 Many “extraterritorial” sanctions still remain in place
under the Helms-Burton Act.
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Related Transactions

 “Ordinarily Incident”

 Shipping, freight forwarding, insurance, and other costs necessary
for authorized exports.

 Hotels, meals, medical insurance, and other expenses necessary
authorized travel.

 Engaging attorneys and accountants to assist with authorized
business activities.

 Special Rules for Intellectual Property.

 Filing for and/or updating patent, trademark, and copyright
protection in Cuba.

 Protecting patents, trademarks, and copyrights from infringement
in Cuba.
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Policy Trends

 Libya Sanctions

 Strong sanctions are still on
the books.

Most prohibitions were
temporarily suspended under
broad General Licenses.

OFAC can restore those
sanctions at a moment’s
notice.

 Burma Sanctions

 Strong sanctions are still on
the books.

 Initially eased through
General Licenses.

OFAC incorporated General
Licenses into the Burma
Sanctions Regulations as
bilateral relations improved.
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Policy Trends

 Cuba Sanctions: Looking Forward

 The Obama Administration skipped the transition phase and
simply re-wrote the Cuba sanctions regulations.

 Exercised broad Presidential discretion granted under the Trading
With the Enemy Act (TWEA).

 The Obama Administration also lifted Cuba’s “State Sponsor of
Terrorism” designation if talks are successful.
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STATE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN CUBA
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State of Private Enterprise in Cuba

 Since 2010, Cuba has slowly begun to expand the private
sector.

 Approximately 200 designated activities authorized.

 Most popular activities include restaurants, night clubs,
bed & breakfasts, transportation services, construction.

 Regulated by License – Cuentapropistas

 Approximately 480,000 legally registered cuentapropistas

 Middle class slowly emerging.
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Obstacles Faced by Private Enterprise

 Fees and Taxes

 No Access to Wholesale Markets

 Scarcity of Inputs

 Uncertainty Over Continued Government Authorization

 Weak Purchasing Power

 Scarcity of Commercial Rental Space
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Direct Trade with Foreigners Restricted

 Direct trade with private entrepreneurs will require
significant regulatory reform.

 Cuba’s foreign investment law prohibits foreigners from
partnering with private enterprise.

 Private sector entrepreneurs cannot independently import
and export products without a license.
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Other Obstacles to Trade

 High import duties imposed by the U.S.

 Shipping – No Direct Mail Service Between the U.S. and
Cuba

 American companies cannot finance exports to Cuba

 Cuba’s dual currency system
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Future of Private Enterprise

 U.S. Optimistic that Cuba will Take Some Steps to Expand
Private Enterprise

 Any Expansion will Occur Slowly and be Tightly
Controlled.
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COPING WITH THE CUBAN SANCTIONS:
COMPLIANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT
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Compliance – Best Practices

 Get your compliance house in order

 Take an integrated approach to compliance.

 Treat high-risk international regulatory risk points together.
 Sanctions
 Export controls
 FCPA
 International antitrust/fair competition
 Anti-money laundering
 Anti boycott

 Common items for uniform compliance treatment.

 Compliance infrastructure/liaisons

 Training

 Compliance hotline

 Treatment of agents/third party intermediaries

 Joint ventures
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Compliance – Best Practices

 Perform comprehensive risk assessment for each of the
high-risk laws applicable to your company.

 Be sure your program reflects how and where you do business.

 Focus on key risk areas
 Countries with poor attitude towards rule of law
 Subsidiaries and joint venture partners
 Agents and third-party intermediaries
 Whistle Blowers
 Inadequate Screening
 Shipping and Logistics
 Contracting and Sales
 Mergers and Acquisitions

 Pay attention to OFAC risk factors

 Do your foreign subsidiaries do business in sanctioned countries?

 Do you have potential dealings with or exposure to SDNs?

 Do you provide goods and services in high-risk areas?
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Compliance – Best Practices

 Tailor compliance to your company’s structure and ways of
doing business – compliance is not one-size-fits-all

 Create or update comprehensive compliance programs.

 Focus on internal controls – just having a policy is not enough

 Draft your company’s policies in plain English.

 Involve local management to give message credibility abroad

 Train your workforce from top to bottom.

 Sales and business development personnel.

 Finance and accounting personnel.

 Supply chain personnel.

 Officers and directors.

 Compliance audits and check-ups
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OFAC Compliance – Best Practices

 Create systems that identify transactions with sanctioned
countries, companies, and persons.

 Automatically screen customers and shipments against the SDN
list and other applicable export control lists.

 Denied Persons List (BIS)

 Unverified List (BIS)

 Debarred List (DDTC)

 Non-Proliferation Lists (State Department)

 Regularly update screening systems to reflect changes in laws.

 Take advantage of new OFAC screening tool

 Have means to identify and promulgate new sanctions
developments (Russia and Cuba examples)
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OFAC Compliance – Best Practices

 Establish internal controls to prevent violations.

 Harness existing processes to make internal controls a
normal part of your company’s everyday operations.

 Conduct regular internal audits to monitor compliance.

Measurement is vital to improvement.

 Determine which internal controls should be tracked.

Monitor “Red Flags.”

 A list of Red Flags for sanctions, export controls, the FCPA, and
other issues is available in our International Compliance Guide.

 Don’t let your compliance program run on auto-pilot.
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Cuba Sanctions – Best Practices

 Sanctions easing is targeted – not a free for all to pick up
new Cuban business

 OFAC enforcement will still be strong

 Areas of particular compliance concern

 Exceeding limitations on scope of permissible business

 Limitations on travel

 No general tourism

 No general license to set up business deals

 Creating a property interest through prospective business dealings

 No contingent, property interests, even based on lifting of embargo

 Importations of personal goods
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Cuba Sanctions – Best Practices

 Dealing with uncertainty

What will Congress do?

What will OFAC do?

 New easing

 Enforcement posture

 Designation of new Cuban persons

What will the Commerce Department do?

 Limitations on U.S.-origin goods

 Keeping up with a changing legal landscape

 Necessity to monitor rapidly changing legal environment

 Don’t forget about other laws

 FCPA enforcement likely to rise

 AML concerns
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